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5 Two light incxtensible strings, of lengths 0.4m and 0.2m, each have one end attached to a

particle-, P, of mass 4 kg. The other ends of the strings are attached to the points A and B

iespectively. The point I is vcrtically above the point 8. The particlc movcs in a horizontal

cirile, centre B and radius 0.2m, at a speed of 2ms-1. The particle and strings are shown in

thc diagram

<-0.2 m ---->

Calculate thc magnitude of the acceleration of the particle . TOrnS -2 (2 morks)

Show that the tension in string PA is 45.3 N, corrcct to thrcc significant figures.
(4 markr)

Find the tension in string P8. 5 7. t N Eo 3 s'f ' Q marks)

A particle, P, of mass 3 kg is attached to one cnd of a light incxtensible string. The string

pu5"* through a smooth fixed ring, 0, and a second particle, 0, of mass 5 kg is attached to

the other end of the string. The particlc Q hangs at rest vertically below the ring and the

particle P moves with speed'4ms-l in a horizontal circle, as shown in the diagram.

The angle between OP and the vertical is 0.

)

a

Explain why the tension in the string is 49N.

Find 0. O= 59.1, bo tJ.F.

(a)

(b)

(c)

S i: in eluilibtium so

Foftel Aoi"n
T= 5q
f:.1{N

fovcrs ,Af =
(2 marks)

(3 marks)

(4 marks)

(a)

(b)

(c) Find the radius of the horizonal circle.

f = l.l2ffi Yo *Jlf.



A panicle is attached to one end of a light inextensible string. Tlle other end of the string is
attached to a hxed point 0. The particle is set into motion, so that it describes a horizontal
circle whose centre is vertically below 0. The angle between the strin-u and the vertical is (,) .

as shorvn in the diagrarn.

(a) The particle cornpletes 40 revolutions every minute.

Shorv that the angular speed of the particle i, T radians per second.
J

(b) The radius of the circle is 0.2 metres.

Find, in terms ol'n. the rnagnitude of the acceleration of the particle. (2 nrurks)

(c) The rnass of the particle is rl kg and the tension in the string is f newtons.

ftfi24:6
(2 murk.s)

{ I nrurk)

( I nrurk)

(5 nrurks)

(i) I)raw a diagram showing the lbrces acting r:n the paflicle.

(ii) Explain why rcos(,) -,rs. 'fj;$f :ffifi{
(iii) Find the value of (1, giving your answer to the nearest degree.

O= 2oo CA, vle- nrrf. J"grru)
A car of tnass l200kg tmvels round a roundabout on a horizontal, circular path at a constant
speed o[ l4ms-1. The radius of the circle is 50 metres. Assume that there is no resistance
to the motion of the car and that the car can be rnodelled as a particle.

(a) A fiiction force, directed towards the centre ol'the roundabout, acts on the car as it
l-noves. Show that the rnagnitude ol'this friction lorce is 4704N. (4 rttu rks)

(b) The coefficient of friction between the car and the road is 1r . Show that 1r >- 0.4 .

(3 morks)


